Modeling of matter-wave solitons in a nonlinear inductor-capacitor network through a Gross-Pitaevskii equation with time-dependent linear potential.
A lossless nonlinear LC transmission network is considered. With the use of the reductive perturbation method in the semidiscrete limit, we show that the dynamics of matter-wave solitons in the network can be modeled by a one-dimensional Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation with a time-dependent linear potential in the presence of a chemical potential. An explicit expression for the growth rate of a purely growing modulational instability (MI) is presented and analyzed. We find that the potential parameter of the GP equation of the system does not affect the different regions of the MI. Neglecting the chemical potential in the GP equation, we derive exact analytical solutions which describe the propagation of both bright and dark solitary waves on continuous-wave (cw) backgrounds. Using the found exact analytical solutions of the GP equation, we investigate numerically the transmission of both bright and dark solitary voltage signals in the network. Our numerical studies show that the amplitude of a bright solitary voltage signal and the depth of a dark solitary voltage signal as well as their width, their motion, and their behavior depend on (i) the propagation frequencies, (ii) the potential parameter, and (iii) the amplitude of the cw background. The GP equation derived in this paper with a time-dependent linear potential opens up different ideas that may be of considerable theoretical interest for the management of matter-wave solitons in nonlinear LC transmission networks.